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ABOUT CASCADIA 2017
Cascadia Dance and Cinema Festival is an annual series of events in Vancouver, BC that
celebrates the fusion of Dance and Cinema arts and those creating quality work that
intelligently and innovatively combine them.
This year’s Festival, on July 2, 2017, includes forums, workshops, screenings and
receptions at The Vancity Theatre and The Dance Centre in Downtown Vancouver.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
12:00pm – Patio Reception on Floor 7
12:30pm – Introductions/Welcome
12:45pm – Dancefilm Forum
1:30pm – Q&A Session
2:00pm – Patio Reception
2:30pm – Dancinema Workshop w. Jen Ray
(Director and Producer of Cascadia)
3:15pm – Dancefilm Exercises w. Brighid
Greene (Dance Films Association)
4:00pm – Wrap Up/“Speed Meet”

The Dance Centre
677 Davie St.

Stills from Love Songs For Robots

7:00pm – Reception in Lobby
7:30pm – Canadian Creators Screening
8:30pm – Audience Q&A
8:45pm – Reception and Prize Draw
9:15pm – International Contemporaries
Screening
10:15pm – Audience Q&A
10:30pm –Thank You/Wrap Up

Vancity Theatre
1181 Seymour St.
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EVENT DETAILS
FORUM
The Meeting of Minds: an opportunity for dancers, choreographers and filmmakers to share
perspectives and engage in conversations that highlight the important work being done and
to be done in dancefilm, while facilitating connections across borders and industries.

WORKSHOPS
Discover Dancinema with Jen Ray
Learn what “Dancinema” means from the woman who created the word. The workshop will
look at the symbiotic relationship of Dance and Cinema through their shared techniques,
language, history and culture.
Dancefilm Exercises with Brighid Greene
Put ideas and inspiration into practice. Learn about the awesome services and
opportunities available through Dance Films Association

SCREENINGS
Canadian Creators
A one-hour program of dancefilms made in and about Canada by primarily Canadian
collaborators, particularly Vancouverites. Filmmakers will be in attendance for
post-screening discussion.
International Contemporaries
A selection of dancefilms from around the world including Finland. The United Kingdom,
Russia and The U.S.A. Filmmakers will be in attendance for post-screening discussion.

RECEPTIONS
The Dance Centre
Enjoy the 7th floor patio while mingling with Dancinephiles between the Forum and
Workshops.
Vancity Theatre
Lobby reception with prize draws, video installations, and a bar.

Stills from Color of Reality
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JEN RAY

DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER OF CASCADIA
Jen Ray is a life-long learner, dedicated to translating artistic passion into purposeful action.
Dancinema is not just the name of her company, it’s her vocation. Based in Washington,
DC, and Vancouver, BC, with frequent engagements at festivals and workshops all over
North America, Ray is not only on the pulse of the dancefilm industry, she is part of its
beating heart.
While completing her B.A. in Film Studies at UBC Vancouver, Ray launched Dancinema
with her directorial debut “Grey Matter”, and focused much of her research on Dance in 		
Cinema, exploring the symbiotic relationship of these arts in theory and practice. This has
manifested in many ways in her burgeoning career.
Ms. Jen’s decade of experience with young people as a dance instructor, choreographer
and mentor has been anchored in purpose and mindfulness. She developed her own
“Discover Dancinema” curriculum and is an Advisory Panel Member for YPAD: Youth
Protection Advocates in Dance, a non-profit organization actively infusing positivity in dance
culture through activism and education. She teaches regularly in studios and academia
alike. Ms. Jen is also the Director of Production for the The JaM Youth Project, a
pre-professional tap dance company.
Her films, which she Directs, Edits, Costumes, and is often the Director of Photography for,
have been selected for festivals internationally, wooing audiences of all ages and
backgrounds and most importantly inspiring them! Other highlights include her Cucalorus
Film Festival Residency, selection for KCET network’s Global Dance Video satellite program
and Editor’s Pick in Dance Teacher Magazine –twice!
In the four years since its official launch, Dancinema has consistently delivered on the
intention to be a true fusion of Dance and Cinema through productions, education and
events, all of which are evident in the Dance & Cinema Festival series: @cascadiadcfestival
in Vancouver, BC and @capitoldcfestival in Washington, DC.
“The Festivals grew out of a desire to connect those involved and interested
in the arts and industries of dance and cinema.
These art forms have incredible potential to communicate
through movement and not only move viewers emotionally,
but amplify and clarify each other when intelligently combined.
Dance and Film, through their science and essence,
beautifully enable and elevate each other.
These festivals are focused on celebrating and sharing
a high calibre and diverse range of programming.”

Stills from Grey Matter
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VANCOUVER (June 9, 2017) –The second annual Cascadia Dance and Cinema
Festival will be held in Vancouver on Sunday, July 2nd.
Cascadia is a destination for sharp minds, energetic creatives and Dancinephiles to
summit annually to celebrate important quality work in Dance and Cinema. The festival will
include a forum, workshop and screenings of dancefilms from all over the world.
“This is a great opportunity for those at any stage in their career, including students,
emerging artists and seasoned professionals to connect with other creatives and
technicians,” said Jen Ray, Cascadia’s Director and Producer.
The Dancinema concept and company originated in Vancouver. It is a word Ray
invented that encompasses how Dance and Film combine to create a different kind of art
and language that is vast enough to be considered its own category.
“In practice, it’s the fusion of Dance & Cinema through productions, education and
events,” said Ray. “In theory, it’s the exploration of their shared qualities of language,
movement, rhythm, composition, etc. Dancinema is motivated by exploring the knowledge
gap that exists between these two art forms that are so akin, and also shining a spotlight on
past and present examples of virtuosity.”
The festival celebrates these ideas with a focus on education and convergence of
filmmakers, choreographers, dancers, animators, composers, designers, visual artists and
beyond.

Contact:
Jen Ray
Director and Producer of Cascadia
646-979-7397
cascadiadcfestival@gmail.com

Still from If I Ruled the World
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Cascadia 2017 starts with the Forum held at The Dance Centre on 677 Davie
St. Attendees can enjoy the seventh-floor patio at the Dance Centre while learning
about dancefilm from industry influencers and creatives who work with Dance and Film
internationally. This “Meeting of Minds” will be an opportunity for dancers, choreographers
and filmmakers to share perspectives and connect across borders and industries. There will
be industry guests visiting from Los Angeles, New York, Dallas and Montreal representing
such organizations as the Dance Films Association and Los Angeles Dance Film Festival.
Following the forum will be two workshops, the first led by Ray. In this workshop,
attendees will learn what “Dancinema” means by looking at the symbiotic relationship of
Dance and Cinema through their shared techniques, language, history and culture. The
second workshop, facilitated by Brighid Greene of the Dance Films Association, will include
activities where attendees can put their “Dancinema” ideas and inspiration into practice.
The afternoon at The Dance Centre concludes with a “Speed Meet” and wrap-up to
ensure no questions are left unanswered; no connections left lingering.
The forum and workshops will be followed by screenings and a reception at Vancity
Theatre, located on the same block, around the corner at 1181 Seymour St. There will
be two screenings. The first focuses on “Canadian Creators” to celebrate Canada’s 150th
birthday and will feature short films made in Canada. The second screening, “International
Contemporaries,” features films from the United States, Russia, Finland and England.
“Cascadia is the place to learn about dancefilm, see world-class films and engage
with the people who make them,” said Ray.
For more information, and to purchase passes and tickets, visit:
www.cascadiadcfestival.com.

Stills from Moving Southwark
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KEY TERMS
· Cascadia Dance & Cinema Festival grew out of the desire to connect those involved
and interested in the arts and industries of dance and cinema. This annual series of events
achieves this through screenings, performances, workshops and more. Cascadia will be
an event Vancouverites can count on every year to provide an amazing experience and
opportunity for locals to share their work.
· This year’s theme is “The Meeting of Minds.” Cascadia encourages filmmakers,
choreographers, dancers and animators, composers, designers, visual artists, and beyond
to learn more about dancefilm and Dancinema, engage with the featured work and make
connections with others.
· Dancinema is the concept and company that originated in Vancouver by Cascadia
Director, Jen Ray. She invented this word to encompass her ideas about how Dance and
Film combine to create a different kind of art/language/technique that is vast enough to be
considered its own category.
o In practice, it’s the fusion of Dance and Cinema through productions, education
and events.
o In theory, it’s the exploration of their shared qualities of language, movement, 		
rhythm, composition, etc.
· Dancefilm: where Dance and Film qualities combine in video form through camera
movements, rhythm, use of sound and editing, to name a few.

Stills from Open and Cycles, respectively
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FAQs
When is the festival?
The Festival is July 2nd from 12:00-10:30pm, with breaks throughout the day, and freedom
to attend all events with a Dancinephile Pass, or individual events with a ticket.
Where is the festival located?
The Festival will be hosted at two venues this year: The Dance Centre (677 Davie St.) and
Vancity Theatre (1181 Seymour St.) in Vancouver, BC, conveniently located on the same
block.
What can I do at the festival?
The festival includes a forum, workshops, screenings and reception.
The forum is an opportunity for dancers, choreographers and filmmakers to share
perspectives and engage in conversations that highlight the important work being done and
to be done, while facilitating connections across borders and industries.
The workshops teach attendees what “Dancinema” means and will look at the symbiotic
relationship of Dance and Cinema through their shared techniques, language, history and
culture. It will be followed by activities where participants can put their ideas and inspiration
into practice.
There are two screenings: “Canadian Creators” and “International Contemporaries.” Each is
followed by a Question & Answer period.

Stills from Willa & the Willis
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How are the films selected?
These films are a combination of submissions accepted through FilmFreeway – a
Vancouver- based company – and those the programming team have hand-picked through
personal research.
Jen Ray, Cascadia Director and Producer, watches every submission and assigns short
lists to her esteemed team of programmers:
Emily Mikolitch – UCLA Bachelor of Arts in Film Production, filmmaker and tap dancer.
Mark Orsborn – Capezio ACE award-winning choreographer and master teacher whose
films have screened in the U.S. & Canada.
Hannah Weber – Utah-based filmmaker, scholar and co-founder of Screendance Collective,
an online community of curated quality films.

Emily Mikolitch

Mark Orsborn

Hannah Weber

Who can attend the festival? Do I have to be a filmmaker or dancer to attend the
festival?
We welcome everyone – dance and film are universal languages! This year’s program is
suitable for all ages and a great opportunity for professionals at any stage in their career.
We encourage filmmakers, choreographers, dancers, animators, composers, designers,
visual artists and beyond to learn more about what Dancefilm/Dancinema is, engage with
the featured work and connect so we can all create amazing things!
Who will be attending the festival?
We have many more out-of-town filmmakers and curators attending this year, including
industry guests visiting from Los Angeles, New York, Dallas and Montreal, which will add so
much to the experience – as the people behind the work are the most important part!

Stills from Confrontation
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How much do tickets/passes cost?
Dancinephile Pass - Access to all events, plus tote bag, program book and limited-edition
shirt: $55
Student Pass - Access to all events. No merch included. $35
Individual Tickets:
Forum at the Dance Centre: Adults $15. Students $10.
Screenings at The Vancity Theatre: Adults $30. Students $25
No tickets available for Workshops - Passholders only.
Kids under 12 & under, 60 & over. $0, but please e-mail to register so we know we have
capacity.
Where do I buy passes and tickets?
Passes and tickets are on sale now. You can purchase tickets online at
www.cascadiadcfestival.com or at the door, pending availability.
Is there parking?
There are public parking garages and limited street parking available. The venues are
blocks away from the Yaletown Canada Line station as well as various bus stops. The
Cascadia team highly recommends using transit (parking is available near most Canada
Line skytrain stations) or allowing ample time to find parking downtown.
Where can I find more information?
You can find more information at www.cascadiadcfestival.com or visit us
@cascadiadcfestival on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Vimeo.

Still from Eclipse
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